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GERM AWAY
Germ Away is an acidic washroom cleaner. Amazing for hard water
conditions.  Removes rust, soap scum, scale build up leaving
surfaces clean, metals and glass sparkling.

ACIDIC ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER

AVAILABLE IN:  6x1L/CS

HOUSEKEEPING
JANITORIAL PRODUCTS

CHLOR-SAN-6
Chlor-San-6 is an economical, concentrated sanitizer based on liquid
sodium hypochlorite. It possesses anti-microbial properties against
bacteria, yeast, and molds making it an excellent sanitizer for a
wide range of applications in food and beverage operations.

CONCENTRATED SANITIZER BASED ON LIQUID SODIUM
HYPOCHLORITE

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS  20L PAIL

POT & PAN SOAPIP FLOOR DE-

FLORAL FRESH

Pot & Pan Soap is a neutral non-corrosive liquid detergent for manual
dishwashing of greasy pots and pans.

Floral Fresh is a concentrated liquid deodorant for use in urinal drip
systems, carpet cleaning, automatic scrubbing machines, room
deodorizing, garbage and waste areas and general deodorizing.

A LIQUID DETERGENT FOR MANUAL POT WASHING

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS  20L PAIL

FRESH LINEN DEODORIZER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS   RTU 6x946ml/CS 
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ORANGESOLV

CONCENTRATED GLASS
& WINDOW CLEANER

Orangesolv is a highly concentrated natural based water soluble
degreaser with a pleasant orange fragrance and is safe for use
on all surfaces. It is an excellent degreaser with high foaming
abilities and highly concentrated making it economical.

Concentrated Glass and Window Cleaner is an economical concentrated
window cleaner that can be used undiluted or diluted up to 1:8 with
water. It dissolves away dirt, grease, grime and fingerprints and
leaves no streaks or film. It leaves glass sparkling clean.

HIGHLY CONCENTRATED NATURAL BASED WATER SOLUBLE
DEGREASER DETERGENT

AVAILABLE IN:         4x4L/CS           20L PAIL       205L DRUM          RTU 6x946ml/CS  

ECONOMICAL CONCENTRATED WINDOW CLEANER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS
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BIOGRADE GT
BIOGRADE GT is designed to out-perform all competitive bio-formulations
hands down.  A bio-enzymatic formulation capable of resolving a wide
range of sanitary maintenance requirements in a single product.

A BIO-ENZYMATIC FORMULATION FOR GREASE TRAPS AND
DRAIN TREATMENT

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS 20L PAIL

HOUSEKEEPING
JANITORIAL PRODUCTS

DYNAMITE
Dynamite is the one product for all your cleaning jobs. Dynamite
represents the most dynamic break-through in cleaning chemistry
in recent years. Dynamite is safe to use on aluminum and all
other sensitive metals. It can be used in any concentration
and no special rinsing is required.

A MULTI-PURPOSE CONCENTRATED CLEANER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS 20L PAIL

THE REAL DESCALER
The Real Descaler is a blend of organic and mineral acids formulated to
remove hard water scale scale/soil build-ups from kettles, humidifiers, 
showers, tubs, coffee urns and dish machines. It is instantly soluble
in water and remains stable through long storage.

A BLEND OF ORGANIC AND MINERAL ACIDS FOR DESCALING

AVAILABLE IN:  6x900ml/CS
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DESCALER
Descaler is a concentrated blend of acids formulated to remove hard water
scale build-ups on dishwashers, counter tops, steam tables, coffee urn
jackets as well as stainless steel and glass jacketed process equipment.
It is instantly soluble in water. It is not recommended for zinc and
galvanized surfaces and attacks magnesium.

A CONCENTRATED BLEND OF ACIDS FORMULATED TO
REMOVE HARD WATER SCALE BUILD-UPS

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS 20L PAIL

FINAL RINSE
Final Rinse is a disinfectant and sanitizer commonly used in hospitals, 
food processing plants, dairies, restaurants where disinfection,
sanitation and deodorization are of prime importance. Final Rinse
is formulated to disinfect pre-cleaned, non-porous hard surfaces
such as walls, floors and sinks. 

FOOD CONTACT SURFACE DISINFECTANT AND SANITIZER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS 20L PAIL
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SURE 5
Sure 5 is a one step disinfectant cleaner and deodorizer that is effective
against a broad spectrum of bacteria, virucidal, fungicidal and will
prevent the growth of mold and mildew and their odours when
used as directed on non-food contact surfaces.

A ONE STEP DISINFECTANT, CLEANER AND DEODORIZER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL  RTU 6X946ML/CS

HOUSEKEEPING
JANITORIAL PRODUCTS

ODOUR BAN
Odour Ban is used to eliminate smoke, urine, vomit, mildew and other
unpleasant odours from all surfaces and areas. Odour Ban is highly
concentrated for an economical end dilution. It can be used in
carpet extraction machines and metered through mist systems
for waste areas. 

HIGHLY CONCENTRATED ODOUR ELIMINATOR 

AVAILABLE IN:  6X1L/CS 4x4L/CS 20L PAIL 205L DRUM 

NON-SLIP FLOOR DETERGENT
Non-Slip Floor Detergent maintenance cleaner/degreaser is formulated
as a low foaming, high concentrate degreaser for all vinyl and tile
floors. Leaves a slip resistant film to help prevent slipping on wet
floors and slick surfaces.

FLOOR CLEANER THAT LEAVES A NON-SLIP FILM

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 
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NEUTRAL FLOOR CLEANER

RP CLEANER

Neutral Floor Cleaner is a low foaming, fast wetting all-purpose cleaner.
Safe on all surfaces that are not harmed by water. Neutral PH makes it
great for use on waxed and delicate surfaces.
 

RP Cleaner is a fast acting, non-flammable, low foaming degreaser
and stripper. It is an ideal all-purpose cleaner which removes
grease, oil, dirt, soap scum, wax and carbon deposits.

NEUTRAL PH ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 

A FAST ACTING, NON-FLAMMABLE, LOW FOAMING DEGREASER 
AND STRIPPER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 
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MIRACLE GLASS CLEANER
Miracle is an economical concentrated window cleaner.  It dissolves
away dirt, grease, grime, fingerprints and leaves no streaks or film.

WINDOW AND GLASS CLEANER

AVAILABLE IN:  6x725ml/CS

PRESTEGE

OLD COUNTRY BOWL CLEANER

CARPET CARE CLEANER

Prestege cream cleanser is a non-scratching liquid cleanser that removes
stubborn soil quickly and easily. Ideal for counters, tiles, stainless, sinks 
and tubs. It does not contain harsh chemicals and is completely
biodegradable and environmentally friendly.

Old Country Bowl Cleaner is a concentrated acid/detergent emulsion 
used for cleaning, descaling and deodorizing of sanitary washroom
facilities. It is used to clean and maintain urinals, toilet bowls and
waste pipes. Old Country Bowl Cleaner may be used
advantageously in septic tank systems.

Carpet Care is specially formulated for use in extraction equipment on 
carpets only. It provides emulsification, suspension and penetration of all 
soils normally encountered. It is free rinsing and enables almost complete 
extraction of water. Corrosion inhibitors provide complete protection on 
aluminum, steel, copper, brass and stainless steel. It contains
brighteners and fungistats and is completely biodegradable. 

HOUSEKEEPING
JANITORIAL PRODUCTS

CONCENTRATED ACID/DETERGENT EMULSION

AVAILABLE IN:  6x900ml/CS

FOR USE IN EXTRACTION EQUIPMENT ON CARPETS 

AVAILABLE IN:  6X900ML/CS     4X4L/CS

NON-SCRATCHING CREAM CLEANSER

AVAILABLE IN:  6x725ml/CS
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SAFETY BOWL CLEANER
Safety Bowl Cleaner is a pleasant smelling, translucent green liquid
formulated without hydrochloric acid to clean, remove rust, descale
and deodorize toilet bowls and urinals. It is also excellent for removing 
crust, scale, scum and other discolouration from porcelain baths and
basins, shower stalls and stainless steel and chrome fixtures.

TRANSLUCENT GREEN LIQUID FORMULATED WITHOUT
HYDROCHLORIC ACID

AVAILABLE IN:  6X1L/CS

STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER

KNOCKOUT

Stainless Steel Cleaner is an economical stainless steel cleaner that
results in a sparkling clean surface. It is used to eliminate dust, dirt
and fingerprints from stainless steel equipment and countertops.

Knockout is used as preventative maintenance against drain blockage
in both kitchen sinks and floor drains. All drains should be subject to a
twice-weekly treatment with Knockout. If preventative maintenance is
carried out on a regular basis, blocked drains can be avoided. 

A CLEANER THAT RESULTS IN A SPARKLING CLEAN SURFACE

AVAILABLE IN:  6x725ml/CS

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE AGAINST DRAIN BLOCKAGE

AVAILABLE IN:  12x450gm/CS

CLEAR-LINE
Clear-Line drain opener is an acid based cleaner that dissolves
blockages caused by organic matter in floor drains, grease
traps, cesspools and septic tanks.

ACID BASED CLEANER THAT DISSOLVES BLOCKAGES

AVAILABLE IN:  6X1L/CS
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FINAL RINSE

BIOGRADE GT

LIQUID PRESOAK

NON-CHLORINATED LIQUID PRESOAK

Final Rinse is a disinfectant and sanitizer commonly used in hospitals, 
food processing plants, dairies, restaurants where disinfection,
sanitation and deodorization are of prime importance. Final
Rinse is formulated to disinfect pre-cleaned, non-porous
hard surfaces such as walls, floors and sinks. 

Biograde GT is designed to out-perform all competitive bio-formulations
hands down.  A bio-enzymatic formulation capable of resolving a wide
range of sanitary maintenance requirements in a single product.

Liquid Presoak is a chlorinated clear yellow liquid that effectively loosens 
tough soil deposits from cutlery and dishware for easy removal in the
mechanical dishwasher machine cycle.  Liquid Presoak has been
specially formulated to be effective against dried starch or sugar,
common with cereal or syrupy foods.

Non-chlorinated Liquid Presoak is a cleaner designed to remove
tough  food soils from dishware and stainless steel flatware.

DISINFECTANT AND SANITIZER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 

A BIO-ENZYMATIC FORMULATION FOR GREASE TRAPS AND 
DRAIN TREATMENT

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 

EFFECTIVELY LOOSENS TOUGH SOIL DEPOSITS

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 

DESIGNED TO REMOVE TOUGH FOOD SOILS

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS

RESTAURANT PRODUCTS
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POT & PAN SOAP

GREASE EATER

ULTRA CLEAR DISH DETERGENT

NEUTRA CLEAN

Pot and Pan Soap is a neutral non-corrosive liquid detergent for manual 
dishwashing of greasy pots and pans.
 

Grease Eater is a powder, high alkaline multipurpose degreaser / cleaner 
for use on grills, overhead hoods, grease traps and drains, fryers, or
floors to dissolve stubborn grease.

Ultra Clear Dish Detergent is a neutral non-corrosive liquid detergent for 
manual dishwashing and general-purpose cleaning. It is green certified
and 100% biodegradable containing no NPE, NTA, EDTA or Butyls.

Neutra Clean is a neutral non-corrosive liquid detergent for manual
dishwashing and general purpose cleaning. It is a multipurpose
cleaner and can be used for soaking greasy pots or cleaning
windows, walls and countertops. It is neutral and mild and
can be used on all surfaces not harmed by water.

A LIQUID DETERGENT FOR MANUAL POT WASHING

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 

EFFECTIVELY LOOSENS TOUGH SOIL DEPOSITS

AVAILABLE IN:  4x3KG/CS

NON-CORROSIVE LIQUID DISH DETERGENT

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 

NON-CORROSIVE DETERGENT FOR DISHES OR HARD SURFACES

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 
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OVEN KING

GEL COVE STRIPPER  GT

Oven King is an extremely effective cleaner for baked-on carbon and fat 
from griddles, deep fryers, ovens, barbecues and grills. It leaves
no odour.

Gel Cove Stripper GT is a cleaner for baked-on carbon and fat from
griddles, deep fryers, ovens, barbeques and grills.

EFFECTIVE CLEANER FOR BAKED-ON CARBON AND FAT

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 

EFFECTIVE CLEANER FOR BAKED-ON CARBON AND FAT

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 

RESTAURANT PRODUCTS
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DISHMASTER

LIQUID MUSCLE

ULTRA

Dishmaster is a heavy duty chlorinated concentrated dishwashing liquid
for high temperature commercial dish machines. Designed for use in
moderately hard and hard water with moderate to heavy soil.

Liquid Muscle is a heavy duty concentrated alkaline liquid for high
temperature dish machines and pre-soak operations. Designed for
use in hard water with moderate to heavy soil. Designed to reduce
scale, easily breaks down stubborn soil, grease and oils and is
effective in moderately hard and hard water.

Ultra is a heavy-duty chlorinated dish machine powdered compound, 
buffered to control water hardness from 0-35 grains hardness. Ultra
eliminates scale in the wash tank, is buffered against the etching of
glassware and effectively prevents hard water build-up on dishes
and glassware in extremely hard water areas.

HEAVY DUTY CHLORINATED CONCENTRATED DISHWASHING
LIQUID DETERGENT

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 

CONCENTRATED ALKALINE DISHWASHING LIQUID

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL  205L DRUM

PREVENTS HARD WATER BUILD-UP ON DISHES AND GLASSWARE

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4KG/CS

WARE WASH
HIGH TEMP DISHWASHER
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ENERGEE

SUPREME

Energee is a heavy duty encapsulated powdered mechanical dishware 
washing compound specifically formulated for use in high soil loads,
and moderate hard water. It is designed to be used in a power
activated / automatic feed detergent dispenser.

Supreme is a high temp rinse additive which prevents water spotting
or streaking of dishes, glasses, silverware and facilitates the speed of
drying. Supreme reduces the surface tension of rinse water resulting
in instant sheeting of water and immediate spot-free. It is non-toxic, 
non-foaming and does not leave a residual odour. 

HEAVY DUTY ENCAPSULATED MECHANICAL DISHWARE
WASHING COMPOUND DETERGENT

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4KG/CS

NON-TOXIC, NON-FOAMING HIGH TEMP RINSE ADDITIVE

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 
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LTD RINSE

LTD SANITIZER

LTD Rinse is a rinse additive for low temperature dishwashing machines
providing excellent sheeting of water preventing spotting and streaking
to glassware and improves drying time.  A non-toxic, non-foaming and
odourless rinse.

LTD Sanitizer is a pale yellow, clear liquid having a chlorine odour
for sanitizing and bleaching. Used as a disinfecting solution for
low temperature dishwashing

PREVENTS SPOTTING AND STREAKING AND IMPROVES
DRYING TIME

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS         20L PAIL  

WARE WASH
LOW TEMP DISHWASHER

LTD DETERGENT
LTD Detergent is a completely phosphate free, concentrated, highly
sequestered liquid detergent for low temperature dishwashing
machines. Designed for hard water applications.

A HIGHLY SEQUESTERED LIQUID DETERGENT FOR MECHANICAL 
DISHWASHERS

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS         20L PAIL  

CHLORINE SANITIZING FOR LOW TEMPERATURE DISHWASHING

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS         20L PAIL  
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SPOT FREE

IODA RINSE LF

Spot Free is an acid rinse additive which prevents water spotting or
streaking of dishes and glasses.  Great for hard water conditions.
Reduces the surface tension of rinse water resulting in almost
instant sheeting off of water and immediate spot free drying.

Ioda Rinse LF is a highly effective sanitizer and rinsing agent containing
stable available iodine. Ioda Rinse LF is also extremely free rinsing and
will give clear, streak-free surfaces when used as a sanitizing rinse in
mechanical manual washing operations. It is also recommended by
the Department of Health in food establishments for cooking
utensils, cutlery, glassware and dishes.

AN ACID RINSE AID TO PREVENT WATER SPOTTING OR
STREAKING OF DISHES

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS         20L PAIL

IODINE SANITIZER AND RINSE AID

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS 
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LAUNDRY DET
Laundry Det is a clear light blue liquid laundry detergent formulated to 
clean fabrics efficiently and rapidly over a broad range of temperatures.
It should be used in conjunction with CP Laundry Break. It provides
excellent detergency on cottons and cotton/synthetics and is effective 
over a broad range of temperatures (110°F - 160°F). It will not cause
yellowing and graying of fabrics with continuous use.

LIQUID DETERGENT FORMULATED TO CLEAN FABRICS

AVAILABLE IN:        4x4L/CS        20L PAIL          55L DRUM       205L DRUM 

LAUNDRY PRODUCTS
LAUNDRY BREAK
Laundry Break is a highly concentrated alkaline additive that contains 
special alkaline builders, corrosion inhibitors and soil suspending agents. 
Laundry Break is used in combination with our other laundry products to 
promote detergency on light, medium and heavy classifications. Laundry 
Break is ideal for use in a wide range of laundry applications including 
hospital laundries, diaper plants, industrial laundries, restaurants and 
food service operations.

CONCENTRATED ALKALINE BUILDER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS 20L PAIL 55L DRUM 205L DRUM 
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LAUNDRY EMULSIFIER SC
Laundry Emulsifier SC is a product especially designed for the effective
pre-treatment of stains and spots on fabrics. Spray Laundry Emulsifier
directly onto stain, then launder fabric as usual. It is effective against
a wide variety of stains such as greases, oils and food stains. It is
harmless  to fabrics and does not affect most dyes. It can also be
used in the wash as a solvent-based detergent or in combination
with CP’s Laundry Break.

EFFECTIVE LAUNDRY CLEANER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS 20L PAIL 55L DRUM 205L DRUM 



LAUNDRY SOFT SOUR
Laundry Soft Sour is a soft-sour combination additive designed
for commercial laundry machines. It minimizes static electricity,
neutralizes any residual alkalinity from the wash cycle and
contains optical brighteners.

LAUNDRY SOFT SOUR COMBO

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS 20L PAIL 55L DRUM 205L DRUM 

LAUNDRY SOFT
Laundry Soft is a liquid concentrated softener designed to impart a soft 
“feel” on fabrics as well as providing excellent antistatic properties. It is 
non-yellowing, with good rewetting properties and has low viscosity for
easy dispensing and quick dispersion in the wash.

LIQUID CONCENTRATED SOFTENER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS 20L PAIL 55L DRUM   205L DRUM  
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LAUNDRY PREEN
Laundry Preen is a heavy-duty phosphate free laundry detergent emulsion 
for cleaning institutional and industrial garments. It efficiently removes
mineral oils and grease and sebaceous (collar) soils from white and
coloured cotton, polyester, and blends. It contains blended non-ionic
and anionic surfactants for detergency and emulsification of mineral
oils/greases.

HEAVY-DUTY PHOSPHATE FREE LAUNDRY DETERGENT

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS 20L PAIL 55L DRUM 205L DRUM 

LAUNDRY SOUR
Laundry Sour is a liquid laundry sour designed to neutralize the bicar-
bonate alkalinity in the water supply and any traces of alkalinity from 
the laundry chemicals. It is added to ensure the proper pH of the load 
before the finishing operations. It is ideal for use in hospital laundries, 
industrial laundries, restaurants and food service operations.

EFFICIENT LAUNDRY PH NEUTRALIZER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS 20L PAIL 55L DRUM 205L DRUM 



MAXIMUM POWDER LAUNDRY 
A heavy-duty chlorinated Laundry powder formulated to be safe on
aluminum and pewterware. Maximum breaks down stubborn soils, 
grease, and oils, reduces spotting and filming and leaves dishes
sparkling clean.

CHLORINATED LAUNDRY POWDER

AVAILABLE IN:  15KG PAIL

TORNADO
Tornado is a white commercial laundry powder.  Super concentrated and
fortified to remove soils and stains rapidly and effectively. It is designed 
for medium to very hard water conditions and light to heavy soil
classifications. It effectively removes soil and dirt in a broad range
of temperatures (110°F to 180°F). It is safe on most fabrics and all
colours. It will make whites whiter and colours brighter. It does not
cause yellowing or greying of fabrics with continued use. It dissolves
rapidly and can be used with automatic feed systems.

WHITE COMMERCIAL LAUNDRY POWDER

AVAILABLE IN:  18KG PAIL

LAUNDRY PRODUCTS
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CHLOR SAN 12
Chlor San 12 is an economical, concentrated sanitizer and bleaching
agent based on liquid sodium hypochlorite. It possesses anti-microbial
properties against bacteria, yeast, and molds making it an excellent
sanitizer for a wide range of applications in food and beverage
operations. It can also be used for purification of water supplies
and for effluent treatment.

ECONOMICAL, CONCENTRATED SANITIZER AND BLEACHING AGENT

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL  55L DRUM   205L DRUM  



PEROXY BLASTER
Peroxy Blaster is a hydrogen peroxide based stain remover using
oxygen to remove stubborn stains.

A HYDROGEN PEROXIDE BASED STAIN REMOVER

AVAILABLE IN:  6X946ml/CS
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PEROXO
Peroxo is a concentrated bleaching product that does not contain chlorine.
It is safe to use and has no irritating odour. It is ideal for use in a wide
variety  of laundry applications such as hospital laundries, restaurants,
hotels and industrial laundries. It is safe to use on most fabrics and
colours and is colourless and odourless. It remains stable during
storage and does not dissipate in strength over time.

COLOUR SAFE LAUNDRY BLEACH

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL  55L DRUM   205L DRUM    



CLEAR

PINK LOTION HAND SOAP

GREEN PUMICE HAND SOAP

ANTIBACTERIAL HAND SOAP

Clear is a green certified liquid hand soap. Gentle on skin with no
fragrance or dye.

Pink Lotion Hand Soap is a viscous, pearly, pleasantly scented liquid
hand soap. It is mild to the skin, with super fatting agents to prevent
dryness.

Green Pumice Hand Soap is a quick and effective hand cleaner with
pumice particles to assist in the removal of industrial soils and paints.
This highly effective hand soap contains skin moisturizers and leaves
skin with a fresh lemon scent.

Antibacterial Hand Soap is a mild soap with copious amounts of dense
foam and excellent rinsing properties.

GREEN CERTIFIED SKIN FRIENDLY HAND SOAP

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS

A PLEASANTLY SCENTED PINK LIQUID HAND SOAP

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS

A QUICK AND EFFECTIVE PUMICE HAND CLEANER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS

DISINFECTING HAND SOAP

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS

HAND SOAPS
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FOAMING HAND WASH

ANTISEPTIC HAND GEL

Foaming Hand Wash is a pleasant lemon scented high foaming hand 
wash. Gentle on hands. Designed for a bulk fill foaming dispenser.

Antiseptic Hand Gel is a thick convenient hand sanitizer which applies
easily and dries off rapidly. Antiseptic Hand Gel is CFIA approved for 
use in food production facilities.

FOAMING HAND SOAP

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS

HAND SANITIZER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS
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ORANGESOLV   Ready To Use

FINAL RINSE 200   Ready To Use

FLORAL FRESH  Ready To Use

Orangesolv is a highly concentrated natural based water-soluble
degreaser with a pleasant orange fragrance and is safe for use
on all surfaces. It is an excellent degreaser with high foaming
abilities and is highly concentrated making it economical.

Final Rinse 200 is a disinfectant and sanitizer commonly used in hospitals, 
food processing plants, dairies, restaurants where disinfection, sanitation 
and deodorization are of prime importance. Final Rinse 200 is approved 
as a rinse sanitizer on food contact.

Floral Fresh is a concentrated liquid deodorant for use in urinal drip
systems, carpet cleaning, automatic scrubbing machines, room
deodorizing, garbage and waste areas and general deodorizing.

A HIGHLY CONCENTRATED NATURAL BASED WATER-SOLUBLE 
DEGREASER

AVAILABLE IN:  RTU 6x946ml/CS ALSO IN CONCENTRATE

DISINFECTANT AND SANITIZER

AVAILABLE IN:  RTU 6x946ml/CS ALSO IN CONCENTRATE

FRESH LINEN DEODORIZER 

AVAILABLE IN:  RTU 6x946ml/CS ALSO IN CONCENTRATE

READY TO USE PRODUCTS

MIRACLE GLASS CLEANER
Miracle is an economical concentrated window cleaner. It dissolves
away dirt, grease, grime, fingerprints and leaves no streaks or film.

WINDOW AND GLASS CLEANER

AVAILABLE IN:  RTU 6x725ml/CS
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SURE 5   Ready To Use
Sure 5 is a one-step disinfectant cleaner that is effective against a broad
spectrum of bacteria, is virucidal, fungicidal and will prevent the growth
of mold and mildew and their odours when used as directed on non-food
contact surfaces. Sure 5 will deodorize surfaces in toilet areas, behind 
and under sinks and counters, garbage cans and garbage storage
areas and other areas where bacterial growth can cause malodours.

ONE STEP DISINFECTANT

AVAILABLE IN:  RTU 6x946ml/CS ALSO IN CONCENTRATE

MOLD TERMINATOR  Ready To Use

OVEN KING   Ready To Use

PEROXY BLASTER   Ready To Use

Mold Terminator is a ready to use mold killer for use indoors or out.
Is a disinfectant, bactericide, fungicide, and mildew stat.

Oven King is an extremely effective cleaner for baked-on carbon and fat
from griddles, deep fryers, ovens, barbecues and grills. It leaves no 
odour.

Peroxy Blaster is a hydrogen peroxide based stain remover using oxygen
to remove stubborn stains. Can be used on carpet, linen and laundry.

MOLD KILLER FOR INDOOR OR OUT

AVAILABLE IN:  RTU 6x946ml/CS

EXTREMELY EFFECTIVE CLEANER FOR BAKED-ON CARBON AND FAT

AVAILABLE IN:  RTU 6x946ml/CS ALSO IN CONCENTRATE

A HYDROGEN PEROXIDE BASED STAIN REMOVER

AVAILABLE IN:  6x946ml/CS
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ENVIRO GLASS CLEANER-EC

NEUTRAL FLOOR CLEANER

ORANGESOLV-EC

Enviro Glass Cleaner-EC is a green certified concentrated window
cleaner that can be used undiluted or diluted up to 1:3 with water.
It dissolves away dirt, grease, grime and fingerprints and leaves 
no streaks or film. It leaves glass sparkling clean.

Neutral Floor Cleaner is a low foaming, fast wetting all-purpose cleaner.
Safe on all surfaces that are not harmed by water. Neutral PH makes it
great for use on waxed and delicate surfaces.

Orangesolv EC is a highly concentrated natural based water soluble
degreaser with a pleasant orange fragrance and is safe for use on all
surfaces. It is an excellent degreaser with high foaming abilities and
highly concentrated making it economical.

GREEN CERTIFIED CONCENTRATED WINDOW CLEANER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS

NEUTRAL PH ALL PURPOSE CLEANER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 

NATURAL BASED WATER SOLUBLE ALL PURPOSE DEGREASER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 

GREEN CERTIFIED
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ULTRA CLEAR DISH DETERGENT

BIG JOB CLEANER-EC

ACID FREE BOWL CLEANER

CLEAR

Ultra Clear Dish Detergent is a neutral non-corrosive liquid detergent for
manual dishwashing and general-purpose cleaning. It is green certified
and 100% biodegradable containing no NPE, NTA, EDTA or Butyls.

Big Job Cleaner is a fast acting, multi purpose cleaner. It can be diluted
for average soil or undiluted for extra heavy soil. Use with mop, brush
or cloth.

Acid Free Bowl Cleaner is a green certified Non Acid Bathroom and 
Toilet cleaner.

Clear is a green certified liquid hand soap. Gentle on skin with
no fragrance or dye.

NON-CORROSIVE LIQUID DISH DETERGENT

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 

FAST ACTING, MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANER

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS           20L PAIL 

ACID FREE TOILET BOWL CLEANER

AVAILABLE IN:  6x900ML/CS

GREEN CERTIFIED SKIN FRIENDLY HAND SOAP

AVAILABLE IN:  4x4L/CS
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    CP INDUSTRIES LTD. 
Box 300, 535 Dickson Drive 
Fergus, Ontario N1M 2W8

Toll Free: 1-800-300-3048 
Business: 519-843-6300

info@cpindustries.ca
www.cpindustries.ca

SERVICE 1-888-210-6300


